Abstract—Construction industry, as one of the main contributor in depletion of natural resources, influences climate change. This paper discusses incremental and evolutionary development of the proposed models for optimization of a life-cycle analysis to explicit strategy for evaluation systems. The main categories are virtually irresistible for introducing uncertainties, uptake composite structure model (CSM) as environmental management systems (EMSS) in a practice science of evaluation small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The model simplified complex systems to reflect nature systems’ input, output and outcomes mode influence “framework measures” and give a maximum likelihood estimation of how elements are simulated over the composite structure. The traditional knowledge of modeling is based on physical dynamic and static patterns regarding parameters influence environment. It unified methods to demonstrate how construction systems ecology interrelated from management prospective in procedure reflects the effect of the effects of engineering systems to ecology as ultimately unified technologies in extensive range beyond constructions impact so as, - energy systems. Sustainability broadens socioeconomic parameters to practice science that meets recovery performance, engineering reflects the generic control of protective systems. When the environmental model employed properly, management decision process in governments or corporations could address policy for accomplishment strategic plans precisely. The management and engineering limitation focuses on autocatalytic control as a close cellular system to naturally balance anthropogenic insertions or aggregation structure systems to pound equilibrium as steady stable conditions. Thereby, construction systems ecology incorporates engineering and management scheme, as a midpoint stage between biotic and abiotic components to predict constructions impact. The later outcomes’ theory of environmental obligation suggests either a procedures of method or technique that is achieved in sustainability impact of construction system ecology (SICSE), as a relative mitigation measure of deviation control, ultimately.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Construction ecology, is a complex subject to predict interaction between physical dynamic and static patterns and practice science and engineering into reality [1]. When construction ecology becomes an obligatory skill in the engineering systems’ kit, decisions upon integration of management multidisciplinary knowledge are ultimate goal of sustainability [2]. Constructions as so, engineering systems, are manipulating anthropogenic insertions in natural modeling of erection elements. It promotes a discipline of “sustainability science” from construction ecology prospective to protect and improve systems diversity. It approaches material processes of quality control and management analogy of ecosystems. It is a system of systems ecology observed from natural erection elements as ecological behavior and operating systems for sustainability. The construction system ecology is emerged for examining whether industries intensively influence equilibrium conditions as ‘great force of nature’ and outlines some insights beyond sustainability framework of build-environment [3].

Basically, the main purpose of build-environment is designing a control system to provide space to human activities into a natural interdependent framework. These interventions are contributing in global change and extend their effects to influence Earth Systems as recognized in climate change [4]. Significantly, environmental degradation is reflecting deterioration in air, water and soil as destruction of ecosystems when anthropogenic insertions are exerted a 40% of transitions materials. Then, hierarchical operations of natural recovery emerge biosphere system for mitigation or adaptation deviations for recovery. The quantum’s observation of material and energy provides management with data to control quality and quantity of anthropogenic insertions that starts in industrial processes and affect Earth’s System [5].

Ecosystems as natural self-sustaining predominantly nature models, are cyclic rather than linear; operating in one cycle to circulate in a closed interconnection and preserve mass and energy flux for each other’s [6]. The principal of a natural system model design is relied on diverse elements that conduct an autocatalytic recovery analysis in linear based-function. These functions are set lifetime cycle to balance physical static and dynamic patterns and preserve natural interaction of synthetic systems. Thereby sustainability reflects natural states of ecological equilibrium at a multi-disciplinary scale for management ecosystems [7].

Sustainability of constructions’ element has categorized ecological industry to relative biotic and abiotic systems. The biotic refers to people beyond the theme of design and extraction of build environment. The resources based on material and energy as its structural processes are abiotic systems observed with “efficient measures”. These measures are required for controlling both material extraction and energy conservation to functions as autocatalytic systems or recovery systems in techno sphere. The “efficient measures” are the key element of environmental model for controlling natural diversity of operations and preserve biodiversity based on engineering principals of constructions’ ecology [8].
II. BASICS TO CONSTRUCTION ECOLOGY

Systems ecology is an interdisciplinary field of ecology, taking a holistic approach to the study of ecological systems, especially entire ecosystems. Howard Thomas Odum, 1950 [9] has seen systems ecology as an application of general systems theory related to ecology. It focuses on interactions and transactions within and between physical, biological and ecological systems, especially concerned with the way the functioning of ecosystems influenced by human interventions. It extends the idea of constructions’ ecology as a central approach to the other macro system descriptions of complex systems for analysis and deployment model criteria.

The nature of construction system is depending on selection raw materials for post processing and spare energy during operation stages such as: embedded carbon in extraction and translocation materials for building and construction processes as ‘induced’ energy. Construction ecology extends aspects of idealization thinking in relation to its environmental systems. It simplifies methods of international standards to parse components of midpoint abiotic and endpoint biotic beyond “efficiency measures” and indicate system deviation. This approaches theory, yet “newest synthesis” remains more collectively methods than model for integration miscellaneous systems, take key elements from different perspectives for evaluation of the behavior impact. The theory is providing an innovation discipline, as entails a wide range of interaction to state and regulate recovery processes in systems ecology as common interdisciplinarian for equilibrium systems [10].

Construction ecology is influenced and linked to industrial ecology in management processes from open to closed cellular systems, interrelation to quality control. First, it strengthens selection of natural material and renewable energy, second, state resources of CET, in turn, to introduce one further novel concept. It is a potential mode influence nature motion of species during construction processes, for deterioration air and water quality as “a function of other species”. The innovation of technology is therefore, inclusion nature cycle influence principal ecological as anthropogenic insertions to interface whether or not impact is formally inclusion to environment. The question for ecology is not whether, when, or even how humans have transformed the biosphere, but rather, why?

There is no question recognized from the scale, rate, intensity, and diversity of anthropogenic insertion that changes biosphere in comparison with those caused by any prior cellular insertion operation. These alter aggregation procedure to distinguish main difference between constructions ecology theory (CET) and standard evolutionary theory (SET) as postulated in the design–control reference and their insights of engineering and EMSs [11]. Construction Ecology theory (CET) was first formulated as a revision of evolutionary theory, one of several different theoretical development in the mid–to–late twentieth century that began to explore the variety of ways in which materials interact with their selective environments—others included co-evolution theory [12] and extended phenotype theory [13], [14]. However, a broader application of constructions’ peripheral is extend the core idea of integration conceptual frameworks of ecological systems. The effects of ecology extend to protect heredity diversity as focus on modify selection materials for conservation energy not only for the composition and structure, but extend for other diversity species as well Fig. 1 [15], [16].

First, construction systems affect the distribution of energy and may lead to decline diversity of species. The wider area of the construction, the more stable of ecosystems is, the more safety of natural communities. The more heights of the construction volumes, the more deviation of ecosystems is, the higher risk to natural communities (i.e., species diversity, ecosystem diversity) [17], [18]. The natural selection of synthetic structure systems, plate reinforcements or materials, load distribution, internal webs, and the other modified structure of soil are the way to enlarge ecosystems diversity with Earth Loaded System Control (ELSC) without mankind disturbance of infrastructure interventions [19], [20].

The potential value of scientific analysis of engineering systems is to establish ecological construction serve natural ecosystems with buffering zone guarantee the circulation of hydrology with comprehensive prevention of air vagrant. The profound effects of constructions systems are reflecting ideas in multidisciplinary systems that developed to address the consequences concept of construction ecology [21]. In either case, engineering ecosystem does affect other cellular system functions as a system of systems ecology. So, engineering ecosystem is importantly defined so as to exclude competitive and trophic interactions, since the ecological roles of these are already accounted for in existing models and theories. The category of ecosystem engineers is distinguished according to the nature of their systems’ effect to environment [22].

Berke [23] distinguishes four main categories for controlling anthropogenic interferences. Structural engineers change or create relatively durable structural features of their ambient: beaver dams, termite mounds, coral reefs, and the woody parts of plants are all examples of this sort of engineering structural systems to reduce disturbance and increase the heterogeneity of their ambient. Mechanical engineer such as burrowers and excavators disturb and mix materials in their ambient, often producing an increase in uniformity. Chemical engineers modify the chemistry of
cultivate soil, water, or air through processes such, or by moving or depositing materials to be as respiration or photosynthesis. Electrical engineers alter the local patterns of light transmission and distribution loads changing the intensity of light in nearby locations by casting shade or causing light scattering, for example. All of these kinds of ecosystem engineering can be either allogenic or autogenic, i.e., they could indicate the impact form either effects organisms have on their surroundings, or the aspects of the organisms’ own growth and their development [15].

A. Sustainability Framework Systems Ecology
Sustainability as a basis resource of framework provides entities for efficient control of systems ecology with design. It has multidisciplinary elements of inputs–outputs mode based on potential factors of socio–economic concerns (i.e., specific technologies, social, political and cultural dimensions) that are not found in any systems’ context. It influences development on potential factors of socio–economic (i.e., such as bridges, furnaces, and sulfur scrubbers etc…), sustainability is integrated as framework model (i.e. life cycle assessment, material balance, energy conservation, etc…) to unified socio–economic parameters of systems ecology and prediction behavior impact [25].

B. Systems Spatial Architectural and Boundary
Ecological engineering are introduced by Odum et al. [26] for utilizing natural energy sources as the predominant input to manipulate controlling processes, and conservation material of environmental systems. Consider a simple model of object motion with interactive architecture: a vertical motion between main segments “A” and “B” in linear dimensional axis and steady state conditions. The motions is reflecting change in object relation to basic axis directions [δx, δy, δz] while reflecting changes in object relation to time (t) and speed (v) as a function of mass (m). The motion between ecosystem segments is function of parallel (or concurrent), sequential (or dependent) and coupled (or interdependent) motion that is restricted analogous to force (f) inducing volicity change (6v) with time (6t) for a particle of mass (m). On other word, the species flux with motion force induce changes in speed and mass per volume in specific time as described in Newton’s second law [27].

\[ f = m \times a \]  

Replacing acceleration rate “a” with vertex speed and space displacement in “\( \delta k, \delta y, \delta z \)” directions and constant time “t”, when multiplication equation by \( \left( \frac{\delta v}{\delta t} \right) \) and integration it reveals:

\[ f = 8m \times \left( \frac{\delta v}{\delta t} \right) \times 6t \]

where, (m) is the mass for the object velocity (v), in response time (t).

In derivation of (2), a few empirical facts is replaced for predicting vertical analogues to Newton’s equation of motion \( m \times a = f \left( m \times 6v \right) \times 6t \) is appraised spatial integrity of environmental systems within relative time and control volume [28]. The design analysis is classified its physical elements into main categories influence flux motion (i.e., physical static and dynamic pattern, human and systems
ecology and technology). The segments predict object motion in hierarchal levels to integrate vertex node in forms and boundary as so, control system variables. The node is assigned to main segment influence flux motion as reflected in:
(A) Upper–front segment contains anthropogenic or generic of microsystem levels,
(B) Median–recovery segment contains mitigation facility at regional mesoscale levels.
(C) Baseline–environmental ecosystem or universe layer for protection of the unique characteristic from unexpected insertions into the systems ecology (e.g., front, generic and recovery of ecosystems).

These main segments connected in detail to describe what dimensions described from a techno–mathematics or techno–mathematical literacies [29]. Hoyles et al. [30] detail interaction of techno–mathematics for system layer’s A, B, and C as analysis flux motion at reference axes ($\delta x$, $\delta y$, $\delta z$) in hierarchy levels as predicted in Fig. 3.

III. MANAGEMENT LIFE CYCLE DESIGN MODEL

In civil engineering systems, construction performance has delivered a long lifespan to be considered as time-dependent. Therefore, a consistent design approach has to comply with the desired performance not only at the initial stage when the system is in erection state, but during its expected Life–Cycle. These developments are perceived to be the heart of transition a Life–Cycle oriented design philosophy towards engineering. The aspects of life–cycle engineering models are validated with special focus on Life–Cycle Analysis design, inspection, monitoring, assessment, maintenance and rehabilitation for evaluation structural damage processes. The stages extend to structures cost of infrastructures interventions as Life–Cycle Cost and performance of special structures as Life–Cycle Oriented for engineering System and computation tools [34].

Stewart [31] related changes of object motion to energy and material flow between segments layer. The nature of environmental model is an iterative method used to classify the baseline of particle motion between segments and function as a system of system ecology. In design stage, the model provides flexible components, but consistent to control the attribute of dataset and integrate scope objective of product, In generic layer, variables are controlled in mesoscale levels to produce operations between segments A, B and C for effective control critical deviations. These levels are attributed to universe layer to control energy flows as a partial development of project Life Cycle Analysis [32]. The model is extending to complete a full scope of segments architecture with the basic modular process of flux motion for conservation material and balance energy flow for resources recovery. These can be used to integrate mathematic model to Life Cycle Analysis (i.e., point’s source emission and release model) at various stages to evaluate processes deviations and reflect mitigation processes for approval or reject the project components from design stage as so, an initial screening procedure of environmental impact assessment [33].
separately defined after the other through Life Cycle Analysis with Sustainability Impact Assessment Model. The proposed model enables fast feedback on the proposed interventions at residential and business agglomerations in the different scale and allows full control on any stage with simulation process as abstract in Fig. 4 [36], [37].

An environmental system impact is a proportionally common perception of cause and effect; large scale stimuli cause large effects, whereas small stimuli cause only small effects. This is only true, when the system of interest is linear to close cellular equilibrium state. The system’s scale is coupled to the effects when referred to microsystem: it reflects the most immediate and direct development impacts including: systems material, energy and chemical interaction. The mesosystem is defined as microsystems intra-connection within all other facility. When recovery process referred to macrosystem, the conservative system of material and energy culture is reflected the ‘induce’ interactions of macrosystem within ecosystems. While system scale is determined by successive generation for controlling operation to be induced, communities’ development or culture changes of ecosystem is determined by product life-time for defining socio-economic dimension of system distribution and consumption as a unique characteristic of sustainability [37]. However, several methods in civil engineering design are analyzing elements influence modeling systems, with special focus on management environmental impact assessment EIA. In design civil engineering systems, Composite Structure Model (CSM) is applied to numerous methods and techniques to determine environmental impacts of development projects. The quantification process is inferred into context as a great extent of sustainability impact Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) and environmental management systems (EMSs) as modified to be applied in construction systems ecology to predict species diversity based on scientific methods. The model is relied on practice science to validate methods of industrial systems control and introduce interventions analysis using model forms composite structure model as interrelated in [38]:

- Industrial metabolism,
- Urban footprint (unique characteristic),
- Input – output model (energy balance),
- Life cycle assessment (gate to gate analysis),
- Design for environment (sustainability),
- Pollution prevention (material recovery), and
- Product life extension (composite model).

The model predicts systems ecology in segments levels and based on broadly integration practice measures of a Composite Structure Model (CSM). The model is prediction system intervention as a midpoint impact using other methodologies in sequential layer for prediction end point impact as in Fig. 5 [39].

Among other unified techniques for virtual equilibrium, Composite Structure Model (CSM) is introduced in a variety of contexts to distinct system feasibility and evaluate life cycle of insertions in a systematic prediction of structural dynamics other dynamic patterns of model for evaluation impact [39]

IV. ENGINEERING COMPOSITE STRUCTURE MODEL

Engineering systems ecology model is relied on bridging the Scientific’s understanding as a key environmental issue and relevant engineering topics’ need of available information that influence basic solutions [40]. Construction Systems Ecology reflects a stand-in experience to management normalization of abiotic midpoint categories, or focuses on the ambient quality and quantity targets of endpoint biotic damage categories. So, ecological engineers did determine appropriate assembly keys for mitigation phenomenon such as global warming and other acidification potential categories (acid drainage) or much more relevant impacts for evaluations recovery performances of site specific systems [41].

While Mitsch and Jorgensen [42] wrote that ecological engineering is designing societal services such that they benefit society and nature, Odum [43] reflected ecological engineering as self-organizational properties. Since engineering systems are in the early stage for management mathematical modeling, systems ecology can be viewed in three connected dimensions of mathematics, technology, and problem–context, as unified activity or, where instance “language and mathematics could be predicted as the supreme...
modeling tools”, and variables are relating to main terms of analysis [44] as using:
- **Graphical interfaces**, to define generic interrelation between management and engineering of construction systems ecology [42].
- **Interactive matrix**, to examine categories into systems as composite structure reflects design stage interactive to construction and operation stages.

These hybrid approaches are starting initial engages to graphic and mathematic schema and build documentation for sustainability life cycle analysis. It is considered a subsequent step of graphical interface to define supplement and validate mathematics of systems interrelations. The hidden object is improving systems’ performance of mathematical modeling for management technology product outcomes [46]. The management and engineering systems are determined for mathematic analysis to contain all objects under ecological terms and conditions that applied in design as operation stages as unified element of Composite Structure Model in CSMs [47].

### A. Graphical Interface Layers’ System Flow

In fact, Odum suggested that the first step in simulation modeling is beginning into draw energy flow diagrams for representing a concise way to visualization the universe layer, describing systems mathematically, and developing programs for simulating their dynamic behavior impact. Thinking on the behavior impact from CSMs stand point, is tracing elements interrelation in systems ecology as reality. In general systems theory, understanding simulation to a whole system and the full parts interaction must be used in a common denominator that reflects all the flows and expresses processes together to ensure continued flow and reliable supply of energy [48].

In Fig. 6, [49] the diagram of interaction consequence layer “protective systems” goes into main segment boundaries of flux motions. The flux boundaries have an autocatalytic unit based on “solar receptors” from a source–limited flow as external energy inflow. The energy circuit is renewable but limited to mass production unless the quantity or energy growth equal to the amount that is consumed by product for a steady state conditions. The autocatalytic unit with materials (example: nutrients) have iterative components that being exponential between segments layer as constant energy source to bound state of energy. The bound state is affected by both cycling of energy flow and by available materials (i.e. nutrient as renewable sources). The energy flow model is introduced for single process predicting various operation conditions between segments as energy flow as being operated by various kinds of elements as scalar of natural ecosystems for resources recovery [50].

![Energy Flow Model Predictive Systems Boundary](image)

The model is used to build major segment of anthropogenic insertion blocks. First segment illustrates how engineering protective systems in generic layer is interpreted in segment (A) where language and mathematics are attributing passive analogs for elimination synthetic processes and control their effects in later maintenance, then apply digital simulation in computer systems later. Energy flow is growth to connect autocatalytic unit for mitigation their effects in median...
segment (B). The boundary that is not being replaced is used for controlling recovery processes. This initial feedback from storage growth is based on a religion protective system that is uncountable as attributed to universe layer in third segment (C). The autocatalytic is characterized as the natural flow from available energy accumulation left to right or vice versa, remain an integral part of Odum’s religious strategy. It considered for providing self-maintenance unit (i.e., photosynthesis, green metabolism process, etc...) to protect unique characteristics of processes as a partial consequence of “nature’s strategy” in ecosystems [51].

The autocatalytic path with feedback of a system accelerates input–production–designs that are self–organized for maximum recovery performance [52]. The model is unified segment elements to simulate the composite behavior of energy inflow, outflow and losses of system. The language is tracing “picture mathematics” of each symbol interpolated as rigorously and mathematically defined in drawing. Thus, it’s possible to view the complexity of the modern world through systems diagrams to synthesize pattern and process into predictable model. The system model breakdown processes into three mean categories as segment of layers A, B and C separate to quantify the impact or the influenced ecosystems in each layer. The impact factor is interpreted as critical, safe or threshold value beyond or below (un)desired effects occurs. Fig. 6 illustrates some of the interrelation to obtain equation or mathematic solution for simulations systems impact as described in [53]:

\[ \text{Impact} = \sum \text{Errors} \\
I_r = ax + by + cz = \Sigma e_s \]  

(3)

where \( I_r \) is the reflected impact in the decline of energy systems due to slop of process deviation as a result of product dispersed or misplaced and social limited culture. The generic segment analysis is based on the presence of a dataset \((x, y, z)\), in which \((z)\) and \((y)\) are the dependent variable and \((x)\) is the independent variable.

\[ X_r = a_{21}x_1 + a_{22}x_2 + \cdots + a_{2m}x_m = 1.0 \]  

(4a)

\[ Y_r = b_{21}y_1 + b_{22}y_2 + \cdots + b_{2m}y_m = 1.0 \]  

(4b)

\[ Z_r = c_{21}z_1 + c_{22}z_2 + \cdots + c_{2m}z_m = 1.0 \]  

(4c)

where \( a_{ij} \), \( b_{ij} \) and \( c_{ij} \) are regression coefficients (indicating the slope of the line segments \( x, y, z \), \( X_r, Y_r \), and \( Z_r \) are the expected ratio value for rational impacts in three dimension as (predicted impact) of \( x, y \) and \( z \) for a certain value of \( I \); \( e \), is regression constants for sum of errors (indicating the intercept at the y-axis) [54].

B. Matrix Integration Scheme

The main matrices are classified for numerical analysis according to its physical patterns of protective systems. It exchanges element scalar information pieces (parameters) as required for starting a certain action. In each protective system, variables of independent coverage are partitioned into intervals and line segment to fit each hypothesis one. The simple linear model concerns to determine relation between main independent variables. The relation between social issues and design stage is interpreted in social matrix. While economic profits and execution construction is part stage of the whole interaction as in economic matrix. The human ecology based on environment parameters and operations stages is considered as a unite function together for evaluation the impact as in environmental matrix [55].

Sträßer [56] and Rodrigues [57] inferred optimization to protective components that related to main systems of constructions ecology theory. So, project stages are predicting systems information into correspondence parameter that issues along vertical and horizontal axis that contains main stages interactive matrices [58]:

- Planning and design stage related to social issues
- Construction in executive workplace depends on economics reform in terms and references
- Operation for Production refered to monitoring environmental conditions for modeling systems.

These variables are providing insights as a square matrices (i.e. a matrix with equal number of rows and columns) with \((m)\) rows and \((n)\) columns for non-zero elements, where \( ‘m’ \) is the number of nodes and \( ‘n’ \) is the number of edges. The rows and columns indicate a flow through terms: upstream activities in relation to a critical load process precede downstream activities for design, construction and operation stages [59].

V. THE LINEAR ANALYSIS MODEL

Elementary, composite structure is related sequential indicators in simple approach of linear model to predict relationship between individual variables in construction systems [55]. It reflects the usage of systems in a simple simulation segment of virtual model, as in design structure matrices (DSMs), dependency structure matrix, dependency source matrix, dependency map, interaction matrix, incidence matrix, precedence matrix, and others based in the literature [61].

In regression analysis, the researcher specifies an empirical model detect a relation between the values of two or more variables that contain random variation [62]. The variables are independent or explanatory values \((X)\) split up into classes or segments. For each segment, regression has a confidence analysis to be yield the value of variable that is dependent or response variable \((Y)\) and behaves in different form of various segments. So, the inclusion of variable is useful when the independent variables, clustered into different groups, exhibit different relationships between the variables in these regions. Otherwise, the boundaries between segments are breakpoints (i.e. as mean threshold values) for elimination overwhelmed processes. So, the segmented linear regression is considered segmented regression whereby the relations in the intervals are obtained by linear regression [63].
The linear regression analysis is provided to predict the threshold limit of proposed action by probability function and binary matrices (i.e. a matrix populated with only zeros and ones). Both are matrices predicting the presence or absence of relationship between pairs of elements for system modeling. Thus, composite structure matrix is represented by two main matrices, one is containing probabilities of anthropogenic insertions information within value relations while breaking data values from analysis information in the other matrix to reflect the system interrelation and quantify the impacts [64].

**A. CSMs Based Object Interpolation**

This section describes the concepts of multi regression analysis and its underlying least squares fitting in vector-matrix format. In initial stage, the model decomposes components along vertical and horizontal axes. These are physical static and dynamic patterns in relations to its human-ecology and based on monitoring technology systems’ insertion. Static element is representing architecture based on object-operation parameters as one independent variable (X), while human-ecology as sustainability inferred to social culture, economic and environmental parameters as one independent variable (Y). These variables are presented in a square matrix within n row and m column along main axis of label X and Y. Assume that due to some approximation in probability matrix A, a symmetric preconditioner considered for simpler iteration as illustrated in block Fig. 8 [65]. First, consider the physical interaction between protective boundary systems is **closed** (that means system is capable of recovery and mitigates the impact as, no waste is produced form export or import factors) and that all elements of product are used, system with linear equations can be expressed in matrix form [66]:

\[
A \cdot X = Y \tag{5}
\]

For the following equation:

\[
a_{11}x_1 + a_{12}x_2 + \cdots + a_{1m}x_m = y_1 \tag{6a}
\]

\[
a_{21}x_1 + a_{22}x_2 + \cdots + a_{2m}x_m = y_2 \tag{6b}
\]

\[
a_{nj}x_1 + a_{n2}x_2 + \cdots + a_{nn}x_m = y_n \tag{6c}
\]

Given two variables \(i = (1,2,3,\ldots,n)\) and \(j = (1,2,3,\ldots,m)\), let \(a_{ij}\) present the probability of the total annual output of product dependable variable \(j\) that is respond independence variable \(i\) .
A special notation has been devised for the entries of a matrix. If \( A \) is an \((n \times m)\) matrix, and if the \((i, j)\)-entry of \( A \) is denoted as \( a_{ij} \), then \( A \) is displayed as:

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
a_{11} & a_{12} & \ldots & a_{1m} \\
a_{21} & a_{22} & \ldots & a_{2m} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
a_{n1} & a_{n2} & \ldots & a_{nm}
\end{bmatrix}, \quad X = \begin{bmatrix}
x_1 \\
x_2 \\
\vdots \\
x_m
\end{bmatrix}, \quad Y = \begin{bmatrix}
y_1 \\
y_2 \\
\vdots \\
y_n
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The solutions \( P \) are called equilibrium impact. The equilibrium condition can be written as \((A^T A) P = 0\). Fig. 8 The Model of Social Matrix [65]

This is a system of homogeneous equations for a number of linear independence equations more than numbers of unknown or total number of zeros less than unknown variable. So, next section will use approximation for optimization \((X)\) and then invert \((A)\) using condition distribution of response variable closer to Gauss’s formulation of 1821 [67] including Gauss–Markov theorem to obtain solution for \((Y)\) by multi regression analysis combined with its underlying least squares fitting in vector–matrix format.

**B. Linear Multi Regression Analyses**

Standard linear regression models are broadly a number of hypotheses that the predictor variables, the response variables and their relationship are weighted [68]. The linear regression model is fitted when identifying relationship between a single predictor variable \( x_j \), with the response variable \( y \) while other predictor variables in the model are “held fixed”. Clearly, the interpretation variable \( b_j \) is the expected with correspondence in \((y)\) for a one-unit change in \((x_j)\) when the other covariates are held fixed—that is, reflected in the value of the partial derivative of \((y)\) with respect to \((x_j)\). In contrast, the marginal effect of \((x_j)\) on \((y)\) is evaluated using a simple linear regression relating only \((x_j)\) to \((y)\); this is the total derivative of \((y)\) to \((x_j)\). Generally these make the estimation more complex and time-consuming. This extension is known as multiple linear regression, or multivariable linear regression. The vector–valued predictor variables denoted with a capital \( X \). The linear multi regression analysis is fitting the response variable to the group of predictor variables as illustrated in Fig. 9 [69].

![Multi regression analyses dataset](image)

Multiple regressions are one of the most common statistical methods used in quantitative independence variables. These variables are \( X_j \’s \) and \( Y \’s \) which represent the predictor variables \((x_j \ast \ data)\) and response variables \((y \ast \ data)\), respectively. * is a wild card, \( Y \) is estimated from the multi regression model and \( b_0, b_1, \ldots, b_m \) are the regression coefficients. This is as so to identify the regression coefficient such that the estimated value \( Y \) from (7) best explains the true value \( y \) in the given dataset as a multi regression model refers to [70]:

\[
Y = b_0 + b_1 x_1 + b_2 x_2 + \ldots + b_n x_m
\]

To avoid the problems associated with absolute value calculations, the square of the errors \((E)\) is minimized instead. This is known as the least squares method. Numerically, we identify \([b_0, b_1, \ldots, b_m]\) such that the expression:

\[
E \equiv \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - (b_0 + b_1 x_{1i} + b_2 x_{2i} + \ldots + b_m x_{mi}))^2
\]

In this case, the regression equation is that of a surface, and the error \( E \) defined in (8) can be calculated as the distance between the flat surface and the data points, projected onto the \( y \)-axis is minimized. Since \( E \) is a function of \([b_0, b_1, \ldots, b_m]\), this problem is equivalent to minimizing \( E \); that is:

\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial b_0} = 0 \iff -1 \times 2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} \{ y_i - (b_0 + b_1 x_{1i} + \ldots + b_m x_{mi}) \}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow nb_0 + b_1 \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{1i} + b_2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{2i} + \ldots + b_m \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{mi} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i
\]

where the first equivalence is derived from the chain rule of differentiation [66].

\[
\frac{\partial E}{\partial b_j} = 0 \iff \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ji} \times 2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} \{ y_i - (b_0 + b_1 x_{1i} + \ldots + b_m x_{mi}) \} = 0
\]

\[
\Rightarrow b_j \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ji} + b_1 \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{1i} x_{ji} + b_2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{2i} x_{ji} + \ldots + b_m \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{mi} x_{ji} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ji} y_i
\]

Fig. 9 Multi regression analyses dataset [69]
\[ \delta E \left/ \delta b_m \right. = 0 \Longleftrightarrow - \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_m \times 2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - (b_2 \cdot x_{1i} + \ldots + b_m \cdot x_{mi})) = 0 \]
\[ \Longleftrightarrow b_2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{1i} + b_1 \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{2i} + \ldots + b_m \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{mi} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{mi} Y_i \]
\[ (11) \]

Summarizing (9)-(11) and expressing in a vector–matrix format, we get:
\[ X^T X \cdot b = X Y \quad (12) \]

where
\[ X = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 1 & \ldots & 1 \\ x_{11} & x_{12} & x_{13} & \ldots & x_{1n} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ x_{m1} & x_{m2} & x_{m3} & \ldots & x_{mn} \end{bmatrix}, \quad Y = \begin{bmatrix} y_1 \\ \vdots \\ y_n \end{bmatrix}, \quad b = \begin{bmatrix} b_1 \\ \vdots \\ b_m \end{bmatrix} \]

Equation (12) is known as the characteristic equation of the least squares method. Solving (12) for \( b \) gives:
\[ b = [X^T X]^{-1} X Y \quad (13) \]

Thus, we have shown that \([b_0, b_1, \ldots, b_m]\) is the over determined solution of (13). So, it will need optimization for exact solution.

**C. Least Square Solution**

It is common to apply the ordinary least squares method to minimize the residuals (vertical distances between the points of the data set and the fitted line) and to find an approximate solution to overdetermined systems. This hypothesis reflects the accuracy of sample points measured by the sum of squared residuals passing through a line or flat surface for a solution aimed to make this sum is fitting smaller as possible. The idea of least-squares analysis is independently formulated by the Adrain [71]. The future analysis will widen a range of theory format, we get:
\[ b = AX \implies X = A^{-1} b \quad (15) \]

How do we tackle the situation in which more equations exist than unknowns i.e., \( m < n \)? We adopt the least squares method, expressing (14) as (the reader should confirm this carefully):
\[ A^T b = [A^T A]^{-1} A^T \cdot b \quad (16) \]

\( A^T \) is called the adjoint matrix of \( A \). The adjoint is the transpose of the conjugate complex of \( A \). For a matrix of real numbers; the adjoint and transpose are identical. (16) is easily the solution of which can be written with the normal equations solved as:
\[ X = [A^T A]^{-1} A^T \cdot b \quad (17) \]

This is the least square solution. The matrix \([A^T A]^{-1} A^T\) called the generalized inverse matrix, reduces to the standard inverse when \( m = n \). This relatively simple problem has been dealt with some detail to illustrate some or processes used in solving systems of equations. This formula is an approximate solution when no exact solution exists, and it gives an exact solution when one does exist [74].

To confirm that the least squares coordinates equal the sum of squares of the distance from the straight line, consider the best-fit line to the provided dataset:
\[ a_1 x_1 + a_2 x_2 = b \quad (18) \]

The equation of the straight-line perpendicular to (18) which passes through the least squares solution \((X_1^{\text{LSS}}, X_2^{\text{LSS}})\) with careful choice of direction vector, is expressed as
\[ -a_2 x_1 + a_1 x_2 = -a_1 X_1^{\text{LSS}} + a_2 X_2^{\text{LSS}} \quad (19) \]

Since the base of the perpendicular line \((X_1^{\text{P}}, X_2^{\text{P}})\) is the intersection between (18) and (19), and (18) and (19) can be solved simultaneously,
\[ X_1^{\text{P}} = \frac{a_1 x_1^{\text{LSS}} - a_2 x_2^{\text{LSS}} + a_1 b_1}{a_1^2 + a_2^2} \]
\[ X_2^{\text{P}} = \frac{a_2 x_1^{\text{LSS}} + a_1 x_2^{\text{LSS}} + a_2 b_1}{a_1^2 + a_2^2} \quad (20) \]

Hence, the length of the perpendicular line is:
\[ l_t = \sqrt{(X_1^{\text{LSS}} - X_1^{\text{P}})^2 + (X_2^{\text{LSS}} - X_2^{\text{P}})^2} \]
\[ = \frac{a_1^2 x_1^{\text{LSS}} + a_2^2 x_2^{\text{LSS}} - a_1 a_2 b_1}{a_1^2 + a_2^2} \]
In the general case with m unknowns and n equations, the sum of squared errors becomes:

$$S = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (a_{ij}X_{i}^{LS} + a_{ij}X_{i}^{SS} - b_{j})^2}{a_{ij}^2 + a_{ij}^2} \right)^{1/2}$$

Similarly, from (9)-(11) in the multi regression analysis, we set \( \frac{SS}{\Delta X_j} = 0 \) (where j is an integer such that \( j \leq m \)) to obtain (16) and (17). Fig. 10 illustrates the relationship between the flat surface described by (7) and the plotted dataset. In this case, the regression equation is that of a flat surface, and the error \( E \) defined in (8) can be understood as the distance between the flat surface and the data points, projected onto the y-axis.

As explained above, multi-regression analysis and least squares solutions principally share a common basis, and the reader has probably understood that both concepts are based on the least squares method [75].

**VI. CONCLUSION**

Ecology of constructions’ peripheral does remain discretely integrated despite their obvious mutual relevance. Such integration poses serious challenges: evolutionary mechanics’ and ecologists’ conceptualizations of the dynamic world -and the models and theories based upon them- are conceptually incompatible. The interaction mechanism of electric and mechanic interfaces to environmental systems by ecologists (ecosystem engineering theory) have limited data to set a gap bridge for separating frameworks, but conceptual integration of sustainability has achieved so far limited. Other integration extension responds to theory -composite structural models- now promises to achieve a potential integration of ecological conceptual sustainability frameworks. Construction ecology theory, as initially formulated, elucidate dispersed points about raises adverse philosophy about how to select and integrate idealized thinking in models of complex phenomena, which can be addressed with the mathematic developed by biologists, engineers scientists and philosophers on the interblent strategies in model-building of the complex systems [76]. The model appraises critical areas for integration LCA with physical features of subsystems components. However, no life cycle impact assessment phase is included in the large scales for evaluation energy conservation from artificial insertion flows (i.e., lighting and cooling systems of indoor system to compare natural conditions of an equivalent outdoor system). Therefore, the paper is not really exploring many possibilities within the short time frameworks that typically available in planning processes of an SLCIA. It implements a framework in terms of upgrading LCA model to demonstrate systems ecology by both abstract data and by collection procedures from available plants according to recommendation scale of different environmental systems [77].

Eventually, the basic architecture of construction ecology, from prospective terms of ecosystems and systems ecology is emerging control features to eliminate synthetic operations and balance the adverse impact control in a natural ecosystem [78]. This basic concept is referring engineering all of these terms as broadly applied in design as CSM that integrates Odum diagram with interactive matrix for evaluation the impact of constructions ecology. Due to the complexity of environmental systems, various computer–aided simulation models based in mathematics are still in progress as so, digital computer systems are required for effective management that help decision makers to reach their final decision. The result is an opening up of new pathways for conceptual analysis change, empirical investigation of methodology and reconsideration as only just begun for integration modeling and engineering management systems [79].
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